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About This Game

First and foremost, this game is an experiment in coding a software renderer. It's an engine that renders the image via CPU,
without involving the graphics adapter, much like the 90's games did. I wanted to find out if it's possible to code an engine like

that from scratch nowadays, and if it can run at 60 FPS on a modern PC. It was a self-imposed challenge.

Once I finished the engine, I thought I could make a game with it, an FPS like the early shooters from the 90's. I have to say I
was quite impressed with them back in the day, and I've been looking to recreate them for a long time. Thus, this game is a 90's

FPS. A simplistic story takes a backseat to pure run-and-gun gameplay.

On graphics and visuals: I was creating the visuals based on the imagery from my dreams. I tried to convey the mood and
atmosphere of my dreams through level design. I feel like I did a particularly good job on this aspect.

I'd be happy to hear some feedback from you on my humble little game!
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Title: Autumn Night 3D Shooter
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Sergey Bobrov
Publisher:
Sergey Bobrov
Release Date: 9 May, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP 32bit

Processor: 1.5 GHz single core CPU

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: any

Storage: 110 MB available space

English
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Fun little on rails shooter. Exccelent and challenging.
Inspired by the shooters of the 80's. Short, Beautiful and Amazing Arts!
I am Malaysian and I can relate to this 100% :D

. Truly mediocre. Clunky and unintuitive, a lot of empty space and repetitive play, and the plot is barely worth mentioning.

There is really better games in the genre out there. If you can get it with a voucher, then I guess, but you can really do better..
This is a great little game right here. Amazing art work and style plus great controls. Unfortunately the difficult is old school and
so are your save options, which are NONE. You loose, you start right over. And even more unforunate the dev has stated that he
will not be adding save support, as he has moved on to other things. That said, I still have to recommend this to any 80's 90's
platformer junkie. Just too bad the developer didnt seal the deal and make this a classic with a little more work.. This game is
amazing, only wish i could make such great games!
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The Culling of Cows is a rather amusing tower defense game that puts a bit more action into the genre. Moving the main
character and personally putting down the undead makes the game stand out among the crowd. However, a poor presentation
combined with an overall lack of content makes this a hard game to recommend.

Game: 5.5\/10
Graphic: 6.5\/10

100% Achievement : Easy | Medium | Hard | Very Hard. PROS-----
- Very interesting characters.
  - Sashiro, the main character, shows to be very mysterious within the first few chapters.
  - Qi, a psychopathic sangophile who is also Sashiro's adopted brother.
  - Janna, a medic and investigator who is just as mysterious as Sashiro.
  - Ronald and Dan, both seem to be pretty interesting, though their faces were never shown (at least in Chapter 0).
- Plot's good so far-- nothing amazing, but it works.

CONS-----
- Short instrumental piano music clearly synthesized via FL Studio. I'm not really fond of how the melodies sound. The
editing is a bit awkward, too.
- Not enough choices. The story is trying to give you multiple choices for each situation to make it more interactive but
it's limited only to random conversations that don't have any affect on the plot.

VERDICT: The novel's okay so far. Not as good as I thought it was in my head, though-- but hey, I'm still on the
second chapter when I made this review. My opinion might change. Just make sure you have the volume off so you
don't have to listen to the music.. So man, BECKETT is one of the most visually rich, imaginative, *incredibly* well
written and super depressing games I've ever played. Parts of it were like a typographic ballet.. used to play this as a
kid...brings back memories. Hard to read text (blue on orange?), hard to follow stiff writing and 21 second loop of
stock music. Synopsis sounded interesting but execution is just bad.. Amazing! Very simple but highly fun to run
through as fast as you can. Ive beaten the game about 5 times and i still find it fun to run through the levels!. Sure I
Could Not Run The Game,

But I Still Felt The Tears In My Eyes. 80's/90's arcade shooter
+Ship upgrades
+Buying/Selling of elements (used to purchase upgrades)

-Repetitive levels
-The gameplay speeds up/slows down from time to time, even when I'm not using FRAPS. (See profile for PC specs)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5wLN2scYapY. The free version of this game is a beautifully drawn adventure with
casual platorming, a deep and emotional storyline, and wholesome, clever humor. If you don't believe me, try it for
yourself.

The new hard mode is borderline unfair. It's a great way to prove your gaming mastery, and under all the frustration is
something quite fun and a lot more polished than it looks.
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